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Design Notes for Sakai 2 Favorites Dashboard Widget 1.1

My Sakai 2 favorites dashboard widget
- My Sakai 2 sites dashboard widget will contain, by default, My Workspace and the top X sites in the user's My Active Sites list 
where X is the number entered for "Tabs displayed" on the My Workspace > Preferences > Customize Tabs screen.
- On hover, the system will display the settings icon (      ) in the top right corner of the widget as shown on the My Sakai 2 Favorites 
Dashboard Widget 1.1 screen.
- Include option for system admin to enable/disable this widget for all users.

New Forum Posts Notification
- Upon hovering over the numeric value or the new forum posts icon, the system will display the following tooltip "X new forum 
posts", where X is the number of new messages the user has received since the last visit to the Forums tool in the associated site.
- The numeric value displayed indicates the number of new forum posts the user has received since the last visit to the Forums tool 
in the associated site.
- Upon clicking either the numeric value or the new forum posts icon (      ), the system will display the associated site and will select 
the Forums tool.
- If no new messages have arrived since the user's last visit to the Forums tool in the associated site, the system will not display a 
numeric value or new forum posts icon. 
- If the Forums tool has not been added to the associated site, the system will not display a numeric value or new forum posts icon.
- If the Forums tool has not been instantiated for a given Sakai 2 instance, forum posts notifications will not display.

1

3

Functional Notes

5

Sakai 2 favorites list
- If the site has an icon specified in Sakai 2, then the system will display the Sakai 2 icon.  If not, then the system will display a 
generic icon (Include image here once it's available).
- Users can drag and drop to reorder list of favorites. (Questionable for Sprint 101)

New Messages Notification
- Upon hovering over the numeric value or the new messages icon, the system will display the following tooltip "X new messages", 
where X is the number of new messages the user has received since the last visit to the Messages tool in the associated site.
- The numeric value displayed indicates the number of new messages the user has received since the last visit to the Messages tool 
in the associated site.
- Upon clicking either the numeric value or the new messages icon (        ), the system will display the associated site and will select 
the Messages tool.
- If no new messages have arrived since last visit to the Messages tool for the associated site, the system will not display a numeric 
value or new messages icon.
- If the Messages tool has not been added to the associated site, the system will not display a numeric value or new messages icon.
- If the Messages tool has not been instantiated for a given Sakai 2 instance, message notifications will not display.

2

Note #

4

Sakai 2 site link
- Upon clicking a link for a site, the system will display the Sakai 2 Site screen.
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Design Notes for Sakai 2 Favorites Dashboard Widget 1.2

Settings link
- Upon clicking 'Settings', the system will display the Settings for S2 Favorites Dashboard Widget screen10

View all my sites link
- Upon clicking View all my sites, the system will display the My Sakai 2 Sites screen6

Hide link
- Upon clicking 'Hide', the system will minimize the dashboard widget to only show the 'My Sakai 2 favorites' heading and the options 
upon clicking the settings icon will change to: 'Remove', 'Show' and 'Settings'

8

Functional Notes

Settings icon
- Upon clicking the settings icon (       ), the system will display the following options: 'Remove', 'Hide' and 'Settings'7

Note #

9

Remove link
- Upon clicking 'Remove', the system will remove the dashboard widget from the dashboard, but it will still appear on the list of 
widgets to add to the page under Edit Page > Customize Page
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Design Notes for Settings 1.1

7
All sites filter
- Total number of Sakai 2 sites to which the user belongs will display in parentheses after category name.
- Upon clicking this filter, the system will show that the filter is selected and will display the list of sites in this filter in the filtered sites 
list.

Search
- Search will be limited to the list of sites contained in the selected filter
- Search will be conducted on all or part of a site title
- Search results will appear in 'Select sites to add to favorites' column
- All Sites and Category filter totals will adjust to display the total number of sites in the filter that match the search term.
- Once a user enters a search term, the system will include a clear search icon (       ).
- Upon clicking the clear search icon, the system will clear the search and display the sites assigned to the selected filter.

6

5
Sites selected counter
- Sites selected counter will increment each time a site is selected from the 'Select sites to add to favorites' column
- Sites selected counter will decrement each time a site is removed from the 'Sites included in favorites' column

My Sakai 2 favorites settings
- The purpose of the My Sakai 2 favorites settings screen is to allow a user to choose which sites he would like to display on his My 
Sakai 2 Favorites dashboard widget.
- Consists of a search feature and ability to filter by pre-defined categories.
- This screen will be approximately 700x500 pixels in size.
- If the list of items in a column need to extend past 500 pixels then the system will add a scrollbar to that column.

1

Sites included in favorites column
- The 'Sites included in favorites' column displays the sites the user has selected from the 'Select sites to add to favorites' column as 
well as the current list of favorites in the dashboard widget.
- Sites in this list will display in the order specified by the user from the Sakai 2 Favorites Dashboard Widget 1.1 screen.
- Upon clicking the 'X' next to a site in the 'Sites included in favorites' column, the system will remove the site from that column.

3

Functional Notes

Select category or search column
- The 'Select category or search' column provides the user with options for filtering the list of sites that appear in the 'Select sites to 
add to favorites' column.
- 'All Sites' is selected by default

2

Note #

4

Select sites to add to favorites column
- The 'Select sites to add to favorites' column displays the list of sites that the user has filtered on using the options available to him 
from the far left 'Select category or search' column.
- Sites that are already in the current list of favorites in the dashboard widget will be selected.
- Sites in this column will display in ascending alphanumeric order
- Selected sites will appear in the far right 'Sites included in favorites' column
- Upon clicking the checkbox next to a filtered site, the system will display the selected site in the 'Sites included in favorites' column 
at the bottom of the list.
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Design Notes for Settings 1.2

10 Save button
- Upon clicking 'Save', the system will commit any changes, return the user to the dashboard and display the changes to the user.  

Don't save button
- Upon clicking 'Don't Save', the system will discard any changes and return the user to the dashboard9

8

Category filter
- List of categories comes from the Sakai 2 site property 'term'.
- Upon clicking a category, system will show that the category is selected in 'Select category or search' column and will display the 
list of sites in that category in the 'Select sites to add to favorites' column.
- Total number of sites in a category will display in parentheses after category name

Functional NotesNote #
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Design Notes for My Sakai 2 Sites

8

Filtered sites list
- The filtered sites list displays the list of sites that the user has filtered on using the options available to them from the far left 'Refine 
your search' column.
- Sites in this list will display in ascending alphanumeric order
- Upon clicking the link for a site, the system will display the Sakai 2 Site screen for the selected site
- Users can scroll through the list of sites that are provided.

7 Search results counter
- System will display total number of sites found

Category filter
- List of categories comes from the Sakai 2 site property 'term'.
- Upon clicking a category, system will show that the category is selected and will display the list of sites in that category in the 
filtered sites list.
- Total number of sites in a category will display in parentheses after category name
Note: The list of sites that are displayed is dependent on the existence of a search term.  See the notes for Search for additional 
information.

6

5

All sites filter
- Total number of Sakai 2 sites to which the user belongs will display in parentheses after category name.
- Upon clicking this filter, the system will show that the filter is selected and will display the list of sites in this filter in the filtered sites 
list.
Note: The list of sites that are displayed is dependent on the existence of a search term.  See the notes for Search for additional 
information.

My Sakai 2 sites
- The purpose of the My Sakai 2 sites screen is to display all of the Sakai 2 sites in which the user is a participant and allow the user 
to search and/or filter that list of sites in order to find the site he/she wishes to view.

1

Refine your search
- Refine your search provides the user with options for filtering the list of sites that appear in the filtered sites list.
- 'All Sites' is selected by default

3

Functional Notes

Search
- Search will be limited to the list of sites contained in the selected filter
- Search will be conducted on all or part of a site title
- Search results will appear in the filtered sites list
- All Sites and Category filter totals will adjust to display the total number of sites in the filter that match the search term.
- Once a user enters a search term, the system will include a clear search icon (       )

2

Note #

4

Clear Search
- Upon clicking the clear search icon (      ), the system will clear the search and display the sites assigned to the selected filter.
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Design Notes for Sakai 2 Site

Sakai 2 tool content column
- System will display a tool's content in the Sakai 2 tool content column7

Sakai 2 tools column
- Upon clicking the title of a tool, the system will display the tool's content in the Sakai 2 tool content column7

Sakai 2 site title
- System will display the title of the Sakai 2 site6

5
Sakai 2 info message: Don't show this message again link
- Upon clicking the "Don't show this message again" link, the system will close the message and will not display the message again 
to the user for any Sakai 2 site.

Sakai 3 wrapper
- System will display Sakai 2 site within Sakai 3 wrapper1

Sakai 2 info message: Close icon (       )
- Upon clicking the close icon, the system will close the message and will not display the message again to the user until the user 
leaves this site and returns to a new Sakai 2 site.

3

Functional Notes

Sakai 2 Sites
- Upon clicking 'Sakai 2 Sites', the system will display the My Sakai 2 Sites screen.2

Note #

4

Sakai 2 info message
- System will display an informational message to the user indicating that this is a Sakai 2 site.
- The system will continue to display this message until the user either clicks the close icon (       ) or the "Don't show this message 
again" link.
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